
The Jamf Fundamentals plan  

Quick setup  
Get up and running quickly to 
manage and secure Apple devices  
in minutes

Ease of use  
So easy to use IT isn’t required

Efficiency  
Use Blueprints to customize a group 
of devices, deploying specific apps, 
restrictions and settings

Providing enhanced management, core identity 
elements and cutting-edge security — all within  
Jamf Now’s intuitive platform. 

The Jamf Fundamentals plan combines 
Jamf’s powerful mobile device 
management (MDM) technology with 
capabilities for protecting, connecting, 
and empowering an organization’s end 
users. Including Malware Prevention, 
Password Sync, Self Service functionality 
for Mac, and the ability to deploy any 
iPad and iPhone app, custom profile and 
macOS package, everything is designed 
for simplicity — so no additional training 
is required.

Jamf Fundamentals goes beyond 
MDM capabilities to provide the most 
complete yet simple IT solution for 
businesses needing to manage and 
protect their entire Apple ecosystem, 
while securely providing access for 
employees who simply need to get 
work done. The Jamf Fundamentals 
plan helps provide the security and 
identity functionality businesses need 
when facing modern threats, all within 
an easy-to-use, intuitive platform to get 
up and running quickly.

The Jamf Fundamentals plan offers everyone:
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Jamf Fundamentals Features
The Jamf Fundamentals plan provides enhanced management, core identity elements and cutting-edge security:

Get the Jamf Fundamentals plan  
First three devices free • $4 per device per month • No device minimums

www.jamf.com

© 2002-2022 Jamf, LLC. All rights reserved.

Sign up now to get started today.
Or contact your preferred reseller. 

Password Sync
Keep Mac passwords in sync with cloud 
credentials and enforce password 
policies from identity providers Microsoft 
Azure AD and Okta.

Self Service
This on-demand Mac App catalog 
provides organization-approved Mac App 
Store and third-party apps.

Custom Apps & Profiles
Jamf Now gives you even more flexibility 
with the ability to deploy custom 
applications and profiles.

Malware Prevention
Prevent malicious software, malware and 
other threats from running on your Mac 
devices with a “check box and deploy” 
workflow.

Automatic Setup
Automate device enrollment to eliminate 
tedious manual setups and configure Wi-
Fi settings and company email accounts.

Device Inventory
Keep track of device settings with current 
details and status reports.

Device Security
If a device is lost or stolen, it can be 
remotely locked or wiped completely.

App Distribution
Distribute free apps or ones purchased 
through Volume Purchasing.

OS Updates
Manage operating system updates to 
update a single device or all devices. 

Single App Mode
Lock your supervised iOS or iPadOS 
device to a single app to focus the device 
for a specific need.

www.jamf.com
http://signup.jamfnow.com

